
Myths and Legends

Year 3, Topic 6

R.E.

Through our R.E. learning, 

we will be finding out 

more about Islam. We will 

learn where Muslims 

worship, about their holy 

day and about their 

holy book.

Art and Design

In art, we will be exploring 
different Greek patterns and how 

these were applied to pottery. 
We will also be designing 

and creating our own printing 
blocks to try and create similar 

patterns.

Design and Technology

In D.T. lessons, we will 
be learning about pneumatic 

systems. We will then be using 
this knowledge to help us create 

our own pneumatic moving 
monster.

M.F.L.

In German this half 
term, we will learn the 
names of food items to 
take on a picnic. We will 
also use our language 
skills to learn another 

language.

Music

In music this half term, we 
will be learning to play the 

djembe drums to accompany 
a chosen song. We will have 
the opportunity to revisit the 

songs we have learnt this 
year and to choose our 

favourites to perform again.

P.E.

In our P.E. lessons this half 
term, we will be learning to 

play cricket and rounders. In 
both lessons, we will 

learn the rules of the games 
and practise our 

bowling, batting and catching 
techniques to improve our 

skills.

P.S.H.E.

In Jigsaw, we will be 
following the Chaning Me 
unit. We will learn about 
how our bodies change 

and the changes 
that happen 

between conception and 
adulthood.

English – Reading and Writing
In reading, we will be looking at 

Greek myths, a non-fiction text 

based on Greek life and a piece 

of performance poetry.

In writing, we will be writing our 

own myths and legends as well as 

a diary entry and Haikus.

Science

Through our science work, we 
will be learning about plants.
We will focus on the different 

parts of a plant and 
their functions. We will also 

learn why plants are important 
to us and how they ensure that 

they can reproduce.

Maths

This half term, we 

will be learning about 

geometry and measurement. 

We will be using a range of 

apparatus to make and 

compare measurements.

History

In history, we 
will be learning about the 
Iron Age period. We will 
be investigating their art, 
culture, farming, housing 
and how they built their 

settlements.
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